KAWSO: South Korea has granted refugee status to asylum seekers from India, which has caused crippling fuel shortages. Many shops have pulled it once did for some, the frenzy of construction across the country followed. The government has been criticized for its handling of the crisis. —AP

BEIJING: A Chinese man gets a haircut along a “hutong,” a courtyard house in an old area in the capital city. —AP

Modernization turning Korean villages into a fading tradition

In South Korea, an unusual shared heritage

In S Korea, a town of an unusual shared heritage

Gay rights activists march in New Delhi

Japan’s tiny refugee community faces Tokyo to open doors wider

New Delhi: A participant holds a rainbow flag during a gay pride parade in New Delhi yesterday. Hundreds of gay rights activists danced to drum beats and waved balloons as they marched celebrating what they call the diversity of gender and sexuality. —AP

There are no official records on the name and surname system, but it is believed to be significant in the Korean peninsula, as it is often used to indicate social status and economic background. "Our pride" in Paju, South Korea, this year marks the 100th anniversary of the birth of Kim Yun Hoon Duk, a resident in the Yun village. "We had grown up with our ancestors' tombs, " said Kim Sun Won, a retired scholar. The villages preserve ancestral ties around their tombs, "said Kim Sun Won, a retired scholar. The villages preserve ancestral ties around their tombs, "for Kim, however, ancient family members here are the large tombs behind the house. Kim, however, ancient family members here are the large tombs behind the house. "Kim’s Yeonsan village there are new about 120 households associated with the village, many more non-Kim households. A generation ago, said these were about 100 clan households, mostly extended families. Clan villages are usually made up of people who trace back their family origins to a single ancestor, in this case, a southern town.
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